March 19, 2020

100+ Corona-Proof Opportunities?

Dear Chart Of The Day Reader,

Coronavirus is still here.

And lots of people need lots of things they didn’t need two weeks ago.

Just recently, my colleague told me about a girl who is now selling elderberry extract in his neighborhood.

There’s another guy selling a mushroom called chaga.

A neighborhood grocery delivery service has popped up... in case our elders need to quarantine.

In times of crises, those not paralyzed by fear hop into action.

And they “do good by doing good.”

Recently, we started sending out a book that shows our readers over 100 ways to make money outside of Wall Street.

Today, we want to extend a special offer your way.
Most of these ideas you can begin TODAY.

Best part? We’ll send it to you instantly.

No need to wait, then disinfect it from the postman.

**Simply click here to learn how you can claim a copy.**

Sincerely,

Doug Hill
Publisher, *Chart of the Day*

---
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